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A family of non fimtcly completahle finrte ~rrtcs IS given. 
1. Introduction 
TIC study of (variable length) codes arises in a very natural way in the theory of 
free monoids: they correspond indeed to the bases of free submonoids of a free 
monoid. Algebraic properties of codes and their relations to other t heorics 
(information theory. automata theory. etc.) have been extensively investigated by 
Schtitzenherger and his school since 19%; an important survey in the field and 
4assical references may be found in 13). 
Many of the theorems on codes do not involve the issue as to whether or not the 
codzs xe finite. But in some instances the facts are essentially different for finite 
and infinite codes: important properties of finite codes disappear if we consider the 
infinite ones and. when the results are similar. the methods of proof differ. 
Moreover the class of finite codr s is interesting by itself in many interpretations and 
applications of the thexy . 
A notion useful in the theory is that of a conlplele code (a code is complete if it is 
no proper subset of any other code in the same alphabet). Since any code is a subset 
of a complete code and most of the interesting properties of codes are preserved if 
we consider their subsets. it is p;lrticuI:crly convenient to work with complete codes. 
Thus, in the usual approach, the study of finite codeas is often reduced to that of 
finite complete codes, which is a more tractable class. The following question 
naturally arises: are all finite codes obtained ?s subsets of all finite complete codes? 
In this paper a negative answer is given to the above question: we are able to 
construct finite codes that are not contained in any finite complete code. This result 
gives a new view in the theory of finite codes: if we keep on the useful notion of 
complete code, the study of all finite cocies requires also investigations on the 
infinite ones. 
In order to obtain our result we give, in Section 3, a characterization of a 
particular family of codes, i.e. ail finite complete codes A on the alpilabet 
X={x,y) of the form A C.r*Ux*yx*. This class generalizes a class of codes 
introduced by Mandelbrot 121 in information theory, i.e. codes whose elements end 
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up with a given letter which does not occur inside them. In our case we consider 
codes whose words contain a given letter y at most once (but not necessarily at the 
end). Tqese codes are then constructed by means of ‘actorizations of cyclotomic 
polynomials and a calculus of poilynomials in noncommuting variables. A slight 
modificttion of such a construction gives, in Section 4, finite codes that are not 
contained in any finite complete code. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
Let X* denote the free monoid (with neutral element 1) generated by a fixed set 
X and, for any subset A C X*, let A * denote the submonoid of X* generated by 
A. A subset A of X* is a CO& if A * is a free submonoid of X* of base A, i.e. if any 
word of A * has a unique factorization in words of A. As an immediate 
consequence of the definition we have that any subset of a code is itself a code. A 
code ri, in X* is complete if it is no proper subset of any other code in X*. If A is a 
code, any Lomplete code B such that A C B is called a completion of A. Clearly a 
code A can have several completions. 
A subset L. of X* is dense if any word in X’ is a segment of some word in L, i.e. 
if L Ti X *vX * # 8 for all u E X*. The following result of SchBtzenberger and 
Marcus [6], relating complete codes witlr dense subsets of X*, is fundamental. 
Theorem 2.8. (Schiitzenberger-Marcus). Let A be a finite code. -4 is complete if 
and only if A * is dense. 
As a consequence of this theorem we obtain the following useful lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a finite complete code on the alphabet X. For any letter x E X, 
r.+erfe exists a unique natural n such that x’ E A. 
Proof. Let m(A) be the maximal length of words in A and, for any x E X, 
consider the word x m(A) E X*, By Theorem 2.1, PA) is a segment of some word of 
A ** i.e. there exist U, u E X* such that UX”‘?J E A *. Factxwiaing uxm? in 
words of A, there exists necessarily aword of A that is a factor of x”“~). Le. there 
exists a natural n G m(A j such that x” E A. The unicity of n is an obvious 
consequence of the codicity condition. 
3. A family of codes 
In this section we consider a particular family of finite complete codes on the 
alphabet X = (x, y) and give h complete characterization of them. 
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ization allows us, in the next section, to construct a family of finite codes having no 
finite completions. 
Let Ce denote the family of finite complete codes on the alphabet X whose words 
contain at most once the letter y. In other words a finite complete code A belongs 
to c$ iff A Cx*Ux*yx*. 
For codes 4 E Ce, by Lemma 2.2, the fol!o\k 7 property holds: y E A and there 
exists a natural n such thalr x“ E A ; n is called the order of A. Another property of 
these codes is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. lf A is a cdt of the family %, then yX * y C A *. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, for all o E X*, y’vy * is factor of some word of A *, i.e. 
there exist II, ~1 t X* such that uy’vv’w E A *. Since any word of A contains at 
most the letter y once, the factorization of uy2vyZw in words of A is necessarily 
compatible with the factorization uy*vy’w = (uy)(yvy)(yw). ?his completes the 
proof of rhe lemma. 
In order to give a complete characterization of the family % we need some other 
definitions and results. Let 0. R be two subsets of a group G. We say the pair 
(0. R) is a decomposition of G if each element g E G may be expressed uniquely 
in the form g = 4 + I with 4 f Q and r E R. We shall also use the notation 
G=Q+R. 
Remark 3.2. If G is a finite group of order n and G = (3 + R, it is obvious that 
the cardinality of Q times the cardinality of R is equal to n. It follows that, if G is 
of order p with p a prime, G admits only the trivial decompositions G = G + {e} = 
(e)+ G where e is the identity element. 
Consider now the set of integers P, = {O, I,. . . . n - 11. If Q_ R are subsets of P,,, 
the pair (0. R) is a decomposition of P, (in symbols P, = 0 t R) if each element of 
Pa may be represented uniquely in the form 4 + t with 4 E Q and r E R. The 
decompositions of Pm are clearly particular decompositjons of the additive group Z,, 
of integers module n. 
To find all decompositions of the set P, we show the equivalence of this problem 
to the problem of factorizing the cyclotomic polynomial P,(x) = 
x ” ‘+xfi z+.. . t 1 in two polynomials 0(x ), R(x) with coefficients 0 or 1. Given 
indeed a decomposition (0, R) of P, with Q = (4,. q2,. . ., qk) and R = 
{ rl, r:. l l l , r,,). we associate with 0 and R respxtively the following polynomials: 
S(x)= x41 + x42 + . . . + XVI, R(X)=~"+~~+.'*+p. 
It is easy to see ahat 0 + R = P, implies Q(x)R(x)= P,(x) and conversely. 
Krasner and Ranulac [l] solved this probtem giving a method %o construct all 
factorizations of cyclotomic polynomials. 
We now turn back our attention to the r’ree monoid X* = (x, y )” and, for a given 
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set of words A = (a,, 42,. . ‘, aa} we shall use the notation A = al + a2 + l l l + a&. In 
this notation, polynomials in an indeterminate x with coefficients 0 or I can be 
interpreted as finite subsets of x* and, in general, any expresston involving finite 
unions and products of finite sets leads to a calculurj of polynomiais in noncommut- 
ing variables. We are now abIe to state the following: 
Lemma 3.3. Le; A E % be a code of order n. There exists a factorization R(x) = 
Q(x)R(x) of the cyclotclmic polynomial P,(x) such that x*y nla = Q(xjy and 
y-x* n A = yRfx). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, for any natural s, yx”y E A *. To each s < n corresponds a 
unique pair of integers (4, t) such that yx”y = (yx’)(x’y) with yx’,xqy E A. The 
occurretxe of another pair (q’, r’) sattrfying the above relation implies that yx”y has 
two difierent factorizations in words of 4, against he hypothesis that A . j a code. If 
s c+* n,s may be represented uniquely in the form s = kn + s’ (s’ < n) and the word 
yx ‘y is factorized as follows in words of A : yx”y = (yx”) [x”)~ (xq'y ) where (q’. r’) 
is the pair of integers corresponding to s’. Set Q = (9 i x“y E A) and R = 
(r f yx’ E A }. The above argument clearly implies that (0, R ) is a decomposition of 
P,,. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 can be considered as a first step in the construction of codes A f= g, 
i.e. the construction of elements of A or the form xqy and yx’. The next step is to 
consider elements of A of the form xqyxr. Indeed, by Lemma 3.1, we have that. for 
each pair s, t 
elenxnis 0: rl 
form of these 
of integers, yx “yx’y E A * and the factorization of this word in 
implies the occurrence in A of words of the form .Pyx r. The explicit 
words is given by the following 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a code of the family %’ and (q3 r) a pair of integers. xqy.x ’ E A 
if and oitly itf xqy E A and yx’E A. 
Proof. The proof makes use of the method of complete induction. The statement 
is trivklly true for q + I = 0. We prove that, if it is true for q + t = 0, I, . . ., n - I, 
then it is also true for q + r = n. The argument is by contradiction. Consider qv I 
such that q + I = n and suppose the statement false. The statement is false iff one of 
the following conditions is verified: 
(i) x”yx’EA, xqyEA, yx’EA, 
CT;) xqyx’ E A, x’yp A, yx’ E A, 
(iii) xqyx’ E A, xqyE A, yx’g A, 
(iv) xqyx’E A, xqy E A, yx’E A. 
Assume (i) verified. By Lemma 3.1, yx’y E A. (i) and yx’y E A imply that there 
exist i, j, with i + j = r and i < r, .such that yx’, x’y E A. The ward x*yx’ &not 
belong to A otherwise x@yx’y would have two factorizations in words of A : 
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Thus, if (i) holds. one has in particular: .Pyx‘ E A, x qy E A, yx ’ E A with 9 7- i < 7. 
i.e. the statement is false for 9 + r < n. In a similar way if (ii: is verified. Assume 
now (hi) verified; by Lemma 3. I. yx ‘y. y.r ‘y E A. (iii) and yx’y, yx ‘y E 4 imply that 
there exist i. j, h, k with i + j = 9, h + k = r, j < 9 and h < t such that 
yx’, xiy. yxh, x Iry E A. The word x’yxh cannot belong to A otherwise yxq.vx’y 
would have two factorizations in words of A: 
yx’yx’y = (y)(x”yx’)(y) = (yx’)(x’yx”)(x”y). 
Thus;, if (iii) holds, one has in particular: x’yxkE A, x’y E A, yxk E A with 
j + h < n, i.e. the statement is false for 9 + I < n. Assume finally (iv) verified; by 
Lemma 3.1, yx‘?yx’y E A *. (iv) and yxQyx’y E A * imply that there exist i, j, h, k 
with i + j = 9, h + k = randj+h<nsuchthatyx’,x’y~~.x~y~A.Sincej+h-~ 
n, one has either j < 9 or h < I or both. In the first case the word x’y cannot belong 
to A ntherwise the word yxqy would have two factorizations in words of A: 
yxqy = (y)(xQy) = (yx’)(x’y). 
In a similar way in all other cases. Thus, if (iv) is verified, one has in particular: 
x’yXk E A andeither x’y e A or yx’ g$ A ar both, ti;h j + h <: n, i.e. the statement 
is false for 9 + f < nq This completes the proof of t’he lemma. 
As a consequence of previous lemmas we have thi following 
Tkeorem 3.5. Let n be a positive integer and let P,, (x ) = Q(x ) R (x ) be a factorira - 
ticwa of the cyclatomic polynomial P,(x). The set 
A = X” + Q(x)yR(x) 
is a code of the family %. All the elements of % are obtained in this way. 
Remark. The result of Krasner and Ranulac [I] gives an algorithm to find all 
factorizations of cyclotomic polynomials. Thus, by Theorem 3.5, we have a 
procedure to construct all codes of the family %, 
Example. Consider the cyclotomic polynomials P6(x ) = A ' t x * + - - - + 1, Pl,(x ) 
admits the following factorization: P6(x) = (X’S_ 1)(x2+ .Y + 1). We construct the 
following code: 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 and the remark after Lemma 3.1 is 
the following: 
Corollary. If A E % is of order p, with p a prime, then A is prefix or sufix. 
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4. Main result 
Let p be a prime numbtr greater than 3 and let PP ,(x) = Q(x)R(x) be a non 
trivial factorization of the cyclotomic polynomial P’-,(x ). Consider the code 
A, = xp + Q(x)yR(x). 
We prove that A, is not contained in any finite complete code. First we show that 
A, is not complete. Indeed all words tl E X* of the form yxp’ I (xp)Iry are no 
segments of any word in A *p; then, by Theorem 2.1. A, is not complete. Suppose 
now that there exists a finite complete code A such that A, C A. Let m(A) be the 
maximal ength of words in A. By Theorem 2.1, all words v E X* of the form 
t)= Y 
m(A)XP-l(xP)kym(A) are segments of some word in A *, i.e. there exist 
U, w E X* such that f = uym(A)~p-‘(~p)kym(A’~ E A *. If k GZ m(A), f admits the 
foi;.rwing factorization: 
f = (qwy’x’)(~“)” (x’y’)(y’w), 
with ysxr,xqyr E A, uy’,y’w EA* and i+s=j+t=m(A), q+r= 
p - 1 + (k - h)p. q and r can be written uniquely in the form 
q = k’p+q’ (with q’ < p), 
I = k”p + I’ (with I’ c p). 
If Q and R are the sets associated with Q(x) and R(x) respectively, define 
Q’= Q U(q’} and R’= R U (r’}. Q’ and R’ can be considered as subsets of the 
additive group 2, of the integers moduto p. It is easy to see that each element of ZP 
can be obtained as sum modulo p of an element of Q’ and an element of R’, but 
(Q’, R’) is not a decomposition of ZP since, by the remark after Lemma 3.1, ZP 
admits only the trivial decompositions. It follows that there exists an element 
g E 2, that can be obtained twice as the sum of an element of Q’ and an element 
of R’: 
with qr, q2 E Q’, rl, r2 E R’ and q1 # q2, rt # r2. g cannot coincide with p -- 0 since, 
by construction, necessarily p - 1 = q’ + r’(mod p). We have also necessarily that 
either one of q1,q2 ii .&*’ or one of rl, r,, is V. suppose, for instance, qt E (I’, 
q;, E 0, rlrz E R and q’+ r1 < p. Consider the word y~*(x~)~‘y’ E A *. This word 
can be factorized in two different ways in words of A : 
yX*(P)“y = (yx”)(xqy’) = (yx*~)(xp)k’(xq’y)(y’ ‘). 
In a similar way also in all other cases a suitable word of A * cm be chmm that 
admits two factorizations in words of A, in contradiction with the hypothesis that A 
is a code. Therefore there cannot exist a finite colllplete lode A containing A,, We 
can then state the following: 
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Theorem 0. I. There exist finite codes tha are not contained in auy fink complete 
code. 
The simplest example in this class is the following. Consider p T-= 5; Pa(x) can be 
factorized as follows: 
pJ(x)=(Xr+ 1)(x + 1). 
We t:btain the code: 
A s=X~+(X“+l)y(x+1)=xF+X2yX+X2y+yX+y. 
Ob.wrvation. A free submonoid A4 of X* is maximal iff it is no proper subset of 
any other free submonoid of X *. The codes A, considered in the proof of Theorem 
4.1 are such that, for all codes A CX’, A X CA * implies A, CA. We can then state 
the following seemingly stronger result concerning finitely generated free sub- 
monoids of a free monord. 
Theorem 4.1.1. In a free monoid there exists finitely generated free submonoids that 
are not conrained in any maximal finitely generated free swbmonoid. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.1.1 are indeed equivalent. To prove it we make use of the 
notion of decomposition of a code (see (31). Let A C X* be a code and !P a bijection 
of it set Y onto A that can be extended to an isomorphism !P* of Y* and A *. To 
an) code B C Y* corresponds a code C = q*(B)CX* such that (‘CA * and 
conversely. Such a code C is then denoted as C = B g A and this expression is 
referred to as a decomposition of C. Such a decomposition is triuical if B C Y, i.e. 
C C A. A code C C X* is indecomposable if all its possible decompositions are 
trivial, i.e. if, for all codes A C X*, C* CA * implies C CA. If C is indecomposable 
it is obvious that C is complete iff C* is a maximal free submonoid of X*. SOW any 
factor of a decomposition can be in its turn decomposed, giving rise to a 
three-factor decomposition, and so on: A = B go C = B g@” B C”), and brackets 
may be dropped, for decomposition is associative. Consider now a finite code A ; 
clearly A can be decomposed into a finite number of indecomposable codes A,, 
i = 1,2,..., k (this is not true in general for infinite codes). A ‘is complete iff aii 
codes A, are complete. It is easy to see that, if A is not complete, a completion of A 
can be constructed by composing completions of codes A,. It follows that, if codes 
A, have finite completions, then A also has a finite completion. This completes our 
argument. 
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